
 

Twitter Basics 
Why Twitter 
A bit of business and a bit of fun, Twitter is the fastest moving social space. Tweets have a very short shelf life 
as users constantly push the feed forward with new content, but Twitter also provides a great space where you 
can participate in real-time conversations about current events. Twitter is great for finding and sharing news as 
well as connecting with others. 
 
Recommended Posting Frequency 
Three to eight tweets daily should be sufficient; however, you can tailor your frequency to accommodate your 
audience members based on their engagement (i.e., tweet less if they don’t engage much and tweet more if 
they engage a lot). 
 
What to Post 
Aim for a mix of subjects; users are generally on Twitter looking for interesting or entertaining tidbits. You 
want to showcase your expertise in your field, but also be aware that your clients likely don’t want to read an 
entire stream of tweets about the signage industry. Some categories to consider: 

• Center capabilities: Posting photos of your work is a great way to show off what you can do. 
• Local happenings: Sharing information about what’s going on in your community is a great way to let 

everyone know you’re an active member—and it’s a good way to network. 
• Center updates: Let your audience know when you’ll be closed for a holiday, you’re offering new 

equipment/services, you’re having a sale/special, etc. 
• Sign/graphics trends/news: While you don’t want to post jargon-heavy white papers or research data, 

sharing links to consumer-friendly updates about the industry shows that you are up to speed. 
• Just for fun: Feel free to post some things just because they’re entertaining! This is a great way to 

show the human side of your Center and encourage likes and retweets. 
 
How to Engage with Your Audience 
Engaging with your Twitter audience doesn’t have to be a chore; reply to a tweet if you feel inspired, but 
something as simple as following a user back or clicking the heart icon (which is how you “like” a tweet) can 
yield big returns. 

• Follow people and brands that post tweets you like and want to see more of. 
• Follow back users who follow you, but be wary of “fake” accounts that may be spammy or 

pornographic in nature. 
• If you enjoy a user’s tweet, like it by clicking the heart icon or retweet it to your followers. 
• Reply to tweets when you have something to add to the conversation (e.g., you can answer a user’s 

question, congratulate them on a job well done, compliment their photo, etc.). 
• Respond to questions and comments in a timely fashion. 
• Utilize hashtags: 

o Trending hashtags are on the left side of Twitter’s desktop site. 
o Make sure you understand the hashtag and are adding something relevant to the conversation. 
o Use no more than three hashtags per tweet. 

• Tag relevant users in tweets to give them credit and possibly get their attention (e.g., you can tag 3M’s 
Twitter handle in a photo of a project that uses 3M materials). 
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